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ABSTRACT The detection of suboutcropping pegmatite deposits in regions recognizably fertile regarding the occurrence of
pegmatites depends upon the optimization of conceptual models which support the interpretation of the regional distribution of
pegmatites and the structure of their assemblies. In intra-granitic context is at concern the more conventional cartographic
expression of pegmatites in connection with the structuring of granitic cupolas. The establishment of occurrence situations linked
to certain lithological units or structural alignments is a pathway for the delimitation of productive research areas. Some
productivity situations deduced from geological mapping include: accommodation in preferred structural directions, proximity
to mixing-mingling corridors, certain petrographic structuring units that reflect irregularities in terms of flow
and fractionation processes, and trends of hydrothermal and supergene alteration of host granitic masses. The detection of these
aspects, to regard as exploration guides, can avail itself of remote sensing, as they represent contrasting chromatic lithotypes with
sufficient surface continuity.
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Heterogeneities in granitic cupolas and signatures of fractionation and segregation trends
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Fine-grained leucocratic differentiated facies

Often pegmatitic bodies are concentrated in areas with strong evidence of granitoid
differentiation towards more leucocratic systems. The transitional granites can then evolve
to pegmatites in bands and pockets, and suffer internal fractionation, potentially generator
of zonality. In markedly hyper-aluminous environments, possibly contaminated through
contact with metapelitic host rocks, these granites present garnet and cordierite and the
fractionated and affiliated, morphologically evolved pegmatites, manifest abundant
andalusite and Al phosphates.
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Penetrative lineations - fluidal planar alignment of potassic megafeldspars

The detection of sub outcropping pegmatite deposits in regions recognizably or hypothetically fertile regarding the occurrence of pegmatites of economic
interest, depends upon the optimization of conceptual models which support the interpretation of the regional distribution of pegmatites and the structure of
their assemblies. In intra-granitic context it at concern, the more conventional cartographic expression of pegmatites occurrence in connection with the
structuring of granitic domes, often batholitic. The deduction of its potential to generate pegmatites and the levels of emplacement within the granitic
columns depends on reconstitution of the functioning of the cupolas and plutonic evolution. The establishment of occurrence situations in connection with
certain structuring lithological units or structural alignments that can be envisioned by the location of known bodies is a pathway for the delimitation of
productive research areas, which can, hypothetically be extrapolated and applied to most intra-granitic pegmatite occurrences. Using geological mapping
studies in the surroundings of pegmatitic occurrences in northern and central Portugal, and remote analysis of satellite images, it was possible to
discriminate in compartments representing different levels of accommodation, a multitude of significant productivity situations tending for the evidence of
hidden pegmatites, which are discussed below.
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Lineations corresponding to fluidalities established at low viscosity, assume
approximately aureolar and cupular cartographic relation to the surrounding granites.
The most typical fluidal aspects, are marked by linear and planar alignment of small
potassium feldspar phenocrysts, with very high aspect ratio. The kinematic interpretation
of the geometric arrangement of feldspar phenocrysts may be functional for the
establishment of magmatic flow components and reveal paths connecting pegmatite
bodies, constrained by the topography of the granitic cupolas.
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Tectonic-orogenic emplacement of pegmatites

ZGTM

Clustering phenomena of K-feldspar megacrysts in the granite host rocks

Geotectonic units

ZOAL

In North and Central Portugal most pegmatites appear in a cartographic space more
or less coincident with the limits proposed by Lotze (1945) for the Central Iberian Zone
(CIZ) of the Variscan Chain (Leal Gomes & Nunes, 2003). In CCI, the pegmatites are
related to granitic intrusions associable to the Variscan Orogeny (300 - 290 Ma).
In the final stages of the Variscan orogeny, are defined mega-scale corridors and
ductile-brittle shear zones, subject to successive events of reactivation.
Thus, the geometric configuration of the pegmatite fields is also influenced by horstgraben type displacements and adjustments, associated with major NE-SW lineaments.
Pegmatites hosted in granites, correspond to miarolitic ceramic pegmatites, related to
late to post-tectonic granites regarding the 3rd phase of Variscan deformation (intraWestphalian, D3). In most cases these are essentially biotite granites, medium to coarse
grained sometimes porphyroid.
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The sets and pegmatitic bodies acquire irregular shapes, or more regular geometries:
A- Irregular miarolitic or massive bodies - related to diapir like mobilizations.
B- Tabular bodies - related to intrusion into cupolas decompression bands.
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EMPLACEMENT CONSTRAINS AND ENTITIES RELATED TO PEGMATITES
Structural and geomorphological patterns
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Strike and dip in the metassedimentary rocks
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The diversity of situations deduced in this work,
support useful models in exploration. These have utility for
defining levels of emplacement of pegmatites in the
granitic cupolas, and from a conceptual point of view, are
in principle usable by remote sensing, as they represent
extreme and contrasting chromatic types with sufficient
continuity in the surface (length and width). The chromatic
thresholds of the contacts (granite) / (pegmatite) or
(granite) / (granite with peculiar structuration units)
expressed in the prior inventory of productivity situations
are the following: fractionated granites with low
granulometry and marked felsitic composition, clear;
segregations and facies resulting from contamination and
mixing with high modal expression of mafic
ferromagnesian constituents, dark; trends of hydrothermal
and supergene alteration promote yellowing, reddening and
greenish colorations.
Besides the chromatic effect, also the conspicuous
structural organization of these targets is usable in
conjunction, to the delimitation of favorable areas for
exploration.

DIRECTIONAL FILTERING for evidence of shear networks and their points of intersection, where are emplaced pegmatitic differentiates.
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for evidence of anomalous lithological units with important spectral contrast relative to host rocks, which

PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS may correspond to exploration guides for pegmatites.
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“Roof-pendants” and magma mixing corridors
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The previous inventory of productivity situations,
serves geological exploration of sub-outcropping deposits
in strategic and tactical steps. By providing coherent
textural and chromatic contrasts, exploration may resort to
remote sensing, existing inclusively possibilities of
evidence in constrained spectral images such as those
resulting from Landsat.
Methodologically, filtered images subjected to any
type of mathematical processing, are more effective and
functional in the analysis of the surface.
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A-Detailed geological mapping of the
Cabeço dos Poupos sector
(Silva et al., 2003).
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The pegmatitic productivity in some sectors appears to
be related to contamination processes produced by the
interaction of different types of magma, during the rise in the
chambers, or resulting from the incorporation of portions of
host rock, by collapsing of the chambers roofs.They can take
mega-scale expression, defining magmatic flow patterns
consistent with the trajectories of pegmatitic magmas
injection. Mixing and contamination corridors are especially
notable where the most abundant enclaves, hosted in coarse
grain porphyroid granites are hyper-micaceous xenoliths and
rounded to ellipsoidal heterogeneous enclaves with meso to
melanocratic tendency, fine-grained with or without
phenocrysts.

REMOTE EXPRESSION IN SATELLITE IMAGES

B- False color SPOT image obtained through
band 1,2 and 4 combination(1R2G4B).
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band 1,2 and 4 combinationResearch area setting

MAXVER classification result - the green
spotted areas correspond to pixel sets with
spectral values relatable to the Cabeço dos
Poupos samples.
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The late-Variscan shear corridors correspond to
polycyclic magma feeding systems capable of transmitting
the installation of pegmatite magmas, which evolve by
gradual and direct "in situ" fractionation.
In northern and central Portugal, directions NW-SE,
NNE-SSW and ENE-WSW and especially their
intersections, have decisive influence on pegmatite
accommodation and seem to control the alignment of
pegmatite bodies.
It is also deduced from the analysis of intra-granitic
fields, that the pegmatites often have locations near
elongated ridges, which are adjacent to continuous
lineaments. This topographic location should retract the
main structural domains of emplacement in granitic domes.

Trends of yellowing of the granitic mass, caused by supergene leaching of Fe from biotite
and garnet crystals, are observed frequently in the vicinity of pegmatitic bodies,
particularly in relation to leucogranitic transitional facies. The biotites are discolored and
cloritized, occurring consistently the late fixation of Fe in the form of vacuolar
replenishments. The most pervasive reddening is typical of the peripheries of mixing
corridors, observing in coarse grained porphyroid granitic facies the red shading, both of
megacrysts and matrix.
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Patterns of hydrothermal and supergene alteration
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The early stages of pegmatitic installation can be characterized by the rise of fluid bubbles
in the host granitic cupolas. The degassing phenomena and mobilization would be
facilitated by relatively rapid decompression and cooling of the granite host. In a
subsequent evolutionary stage of pegmatitic differentiates drainage, bubbles can form
pockets morphologically and paragenetically more evolved (Guimarães, 2012 and Leal
Gomes & Nunes, 2003).
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Often the contact between granitic facies arising from cupola differentiation expresses
enrichment in ferromagnesian constituents, mainly biotite. These represent side
segregations by removal of felsic constituents by filter-pressing (compare to Weinberg et
al., 2001), and have banded and schlierenitic aspect, with coarse grain size. The proximity
to fluidal organization units suggests that possibilities of segregation are strongly
influenced by the mobility of liquids.
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Agglomerations of K-feldspar megacrysts are also common in granites immediately
hosting pegmatites. These are possibly determined by a higher rate of crystallization of the
granitic mass, and a relatively higher viscosity or represent cumulated organizations
influenced by physical separation in conditions of mobility of liquids. These surfaces with
density or rigidity contrast usually manifest vertical tendency sub-parallel to the attitude
of some shear zones, suggesting the influence of the D3 stress field on the emplacement of
granites and affiliated pegmatites.
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The intra-granitic pegmatite fields of CCI, considered most useful for detecting
conspicuous pegmatite distribution organizations and relevant compositional
properties of host granitic masses, capable of assisting the detection of sub-outcropping
pegmatite sets and bodies, and at the same time, able to cover a multitude of significant
evidence situations, correspond to the areas of study: Ponte da Barca, Chaves, SatãoAguiar da Beira, Guarda-Belmonte.
There, are represented contrasting granitoid types in contact, showing specific
aspects of the distribution of genetically related pegmatites. Overall, these express
different levels of exhumation, morphological expression, and structural levels of swarms
emplacement. In all cases, pegmatites have cupolar location in relation to the late-tectonic
granites.
The contrasts of the pegmatites are manifested in the chemical typology, LCT and
NYF, in the paragenetic and morphological diversity and, in respect of specific
mineralizations.
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.Within this sector the effectiveness of the MAXVER classification benefits from the scarce vegetal coverage wich allows for good exposure, and from the fact that pegmatite bodies are numerous and have significant horizontal extension.
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